Injured Sailor Drags His Unconscious Mate From Cruiser's Steamfired Fireroom

The cruiser Maryland and Colorado, which were both on battle station, were involved in an explosion. In which a sailor was totally injured in the accident that occurred while near San Barbara.
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EXPOSITION ON WARSHIP COSTS

Life of Sailor

Naval Authorities Retiring Regarding Fatal Boiler Tube Accident on Maryland

Cruiser Reaches Mare Island, Bringing Victims of the Disaster

Recent Boiler Accidents On American Warships

December 15, 1864—Explosion of the Maryland at Boston. Minutes after the Maryland was launched at Boston, there was an explosion which killed a number of men. The Maryland was a large battleship built for the Union Navy during the American Civil War. It was one of the most powerful warships of the period and played a significant role in the Union victory. The explosion occurred in the dockyard where the ship was being constructed, and as a result, some workers were killed. The cause of the explosion is not clear, but it is believed to have been due to damage sustained during the ship's construction.
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